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EDUCATION FOR TOMORROW

Education for tomorrow was conducted 
to the parents of newly admitted 
students on February first and twenty 
second. The vision and the mission of 
the school were explained to the 
parents by Ms. Shubha Joshi, Non-
Executive Director. Various aspects of 
child's development like energy within 
them used for physical development, 
children’s ability to learn by imitation 
and their uniqueness was shared by Ms. 
Shalini. She requested the parents not 
to compare or compel a child because 
it might slow the child development. 
Parents were asked to prioritise the 
child first by a game conducted by Ms. 
Bharathi and Ms. D. Jayashree. Ms. 
Hemakumari taught the parents how a 
habit can be developed easily by a set 
of games. Then she explained the 
natural development of a child. The 
uniqueness of a child was explained by 
Ms. Kaveri Priya. The respective level 
monitors explained a typical school day 
for a student, progress update, school 
and office timings. Trustee Ms. Asha 
Rani Balaram explained the various 
development phases of a child. 
Partnership between parents and the 
school was emphasized in the meeting.



SPORTS DAY

“There may be people that have more talent than you, but there’s no 
excuse for anyone to work harder than you do.” – Derej Jeter 

The much awaited Annual Sports Day was held on Saturday 11th 
January 2020, with great zeal, excitement and frolicsome 
atmosphere. The programme began with the Principal Mrs. Starlet 
Vincent welcoming the esteemed gathering and emphasised on 
the importance of sports in a child's life. The chief guest, Mr. 
Myilvaganan IPS, Ranipet District also gave a wonderful 
motivation speech to the students. Principal took the salute of the 
impressive March Past of the students, coupled with some stirring 
marching by the band. The students entered into the spirit of the 
occasion in a grand way with the oath being administered by the 
Sports captain. An energizing equestrian display set the tone for 
the rest of the event. The students displayed a Fountain drill and 
aerobics mesmerising the audience with their energetic 
performances. Once the races began, the air was filled with 
cheering and tons of encouragement for the young athletes. 
Students of grade 1 to 10 competed in events including sprints, relays.  
The Overall Championship trophy was bagged by the House Himalayans. Its was the 2nd consecutive win 
for them. The best march past was awarded to House Tylers.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY

Science solves several mysteries and has 
etched a mark in people’s histories…………… 
It’s celebrated in the honour of Indian 
physicist Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman’s 
discovery of the eponymous Raman Effect, on 
February 28, 1928. Every Year the National 
Science Day focuses on a particular Theme. 
This year’s theme was ‘Women in Science’ 
and is dedicated to women involved in science 
and to motivate them to participate more in 
science.  
 The main objective of celebrating the 
National Science Day is to bring awareness 
among people about the importance of 
scientific applications in their daily life and to 
encourage them by popularizing the Science 
and Technology. 
We at Balsam celebrated Science day 
differently by inviting an eminent guest, Mr. 
K. Vishwanathan, Secretary, Tamilnadu 
Science Forum. Students of Government 

higher secondary school, Chettithangal were 
also part of the fair. He kindled the young 
minds to involve in research even with the day 
today observations that they witness and 
brought in curiosity and interest towards 
research. His demonstrations lasted for about 
an hour but has instilled a long lasting effect. 
Stem fair involved several innovative ideas 
such as organic water purifier, theft alarm, 
rainfall alarm, mathematical model city, 
organic farming ideas, Use of conventional 
forms of energy, food adulteration, cervical 
collar, accident free hairpin bend etc. Each 
model was intrinsically built to explain the 
principle behind. 
Students took an oath that, they will honour 
the great men and their invention, by 
contributing greatly to the field of science 
through innovation and walk in the path laid 
by Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalaam and dream big to 
make his “Vision 2020" a great success.
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PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA

With 'Pariksha Pe Charcha 2020', PM Modi held 
interactions with a cross-section of students and 
teachers from India and abroad with the main 
purpose of beating exam stress. Students, 
teachers and parents watched the unique event 
to receive valuable tips from the Prime Minister 
himself regarding how to beat stress. The Prime 
Minister reiterated that if we are failing it is 
understood that we are moving towards success 
and life is an experience. The students also 
understood that one should be aware of the latest 
technology, but should not become its slave and a balance should be created between academics 
and extracurricular activities.

The message was passed to the students and parents about a new strain of Corona virus 
(2019-nCoV) spreading in China, and infected thousands across the world. Indian 
authorities are working to pre-empt the spread of the infectant. 
Basic precautions to be taken are: 
• Frequently clean hands by using soap solution. 
• Cover mouth and nose with tissue while coughing or sneezing.  
• Use mask while visiting hospital or crowded areas. 
• Avoid close contact with anyone who has fever and cough; 
• If you have fever, cough and difficulty in breathing seek medical care    
 immediately. 
 The spread of respiratory illness COVID-19 (also known as novel coronavirus) is 
witnessed across the world. There is always a need for schools and universities to 
intensify their efforts to safeguard the health of their students, faculty, and staff. Since 
the virus spreads through human contact, the institutions are particularly vulnerable.  
Health ministry has already issued prudential guidelines in this regard, pertaining to 
the control of the virus, and to share widely the information provided periodically. 
People have expressed a number of concerns because of the speculation around the 
various unknowns and uncertainties regarding the spread of this virus. We took 
initiative to provide credible and timely information to our staff and student 
communities. 
A presentation was made to bring in awareness about the disease to our support staff 
members.  They were insisted to wash their hands regularly and take ample care when 
affected by cold. 

WATCH OUT : THE DEADLY CORONA
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 There is no better designer than 'NATURE’. 

Exploring Nature was the informative theme for this month. 
Students understood the concept of living and non- living 
things and water bodies. Seeing the picture cards, they were 
able to identify and differentiate it. They related the topic 
with real life examples. Theme-based activities were 
conducted in the class. They drew pictures of living and 
non- living things. They learnt the different types of water 
bodies. They drew the picture of living creatures in the 
water bodies. Vegetation regulates the flow of numerous 
biogeochemical cycles, most critically those of water, carbon, 
and nitrogen; it is also of great importance in local and 
global energy balances. Such cycles are important not only 
for global patterns of vegetation but also for those of 
climate. To know about vegetation found in various regions 
students collected the various materials and gathered the 
information about  that and shared it in the class.

EXPLORING NATURE

“In nature, light creates the colour. In the 
picture, colour creates the light.” 

 - Hans Hofmann 

 It was a pleasant and cool day for the tiny 
tots of LKG and UKG. They had dressed up 
beautifully in different colours. They were 
taken outdoors where they recited rhymes 
on colours. The celebration continued the 
following day wherein the children 
participated in colouring activity. A lovely 
day passed by getting introduced to the 
colours of love and happiness.

COLOURS DAY
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“Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is 
not enough; we must do”. 

-Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe 

Performing skit is an important tool for 
preparing students to live and work in a world 
that is increasingly team-oriented. It also helps 
students develop language and social skills. Our 
students were also encouraged to perform a skit 
in the class. They were enacted the skit very well 
with confidence.

‘In crafting, there are no mistakes just unique 
creations’ 

Origami provides a wonderful schematic 
learning through repeatable actions. Origami 
he lps to deve lop a r t i s t i c, hand-eye 
coordination and memory skills in the young 
ones. It also promotes fine motor skills and 
improves concentrat ion. As teachers 
demonstrated, children made origami boat 
sand penguins. The paper folding craft was 
not only a fun filled experience, but also 
proved to be valuable. Paper folding 
challenged them at a cognitive level and 
helped learning new skills and activities. 

The children are aware of rain but they do 
not know how it is formed. So they were 
taken to the chemistry lab and an 
experiment was shown to them on rain 
formation. They had a novel experience on 
how rain is formed. 
A demo was done in the play area on 
sources of water, thus they’ve understood 
the different water bodies. They also 
observed the clouds, their movements and 
different formations. 
In order to make kids understand the 
difference between living and non-living 
things they were given different flash cards 
on it. Two different circles were made and 
named living and non-living things. The kids 
were made to stand in the circles according 
to the pictures they got. 

SKIT

ARTISTIC SKILLS AT DISPLAY

LEARNING SOURCES
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Mahashivratri is celebrated annually in honouring Lord Shiva.  To familiarize the celebration 
on the darkest night of the year, an assembly was organized by G2C on 5th February 2020 on 
the topic ‘Mahashivratri’. Our junior students, showcased the finest episode ‘Samudra 
Mantham - Churning of the ocean’ from the Indian mythology. Recitation of slogans and dance 
added flavour to the event. To wrap up, our young wards exhibited the unconditional protective 
power of Lord Shiva. 

ASSEMBLY - MAHASHIVRATRI 
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OUTBOUND LEARNING

Grade 4 - Visit to Sugar Mill Grade 5, 6 & 7 - Visit to Dakshinachitra

Grade 8- Visit to Virinjipuram Temple
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Pongal celeberation

PTC Meeting STC Meeting

Republic Day

THE THESPIAN ART
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2019-2020 - AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE 
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BIG LEAP AWARD

SAFIA SIDDIQHA.S - G1B
TAMIL SELVAN.E - G2C 
NARAIN KARUPPAIAH.G - G3A
PEARLNE.P - G4A
PRIYANKA - G5A
YAZHINI.V - G6A
POOJASHREE.S.A - G7C
SANJAY.K - G8A
SHARVESH.S.P - G9B
NITHIKA.S.K - G10A

NURTURER AWARD

HARISH.R - G1A  
ANIKET-A - G2A  
RAKSHITA SRI.S - G3B 
HARTHIKSHA.D - G4A  
JAIKARTHI.R - G5B 
JANANI.K - G6B  
SARANYA.Y - G7B  
GAYAHRI.U - G8A  
SAJITH KUMAR.E - G9B  
AADITHYA.S - G10A

BOOK LOVER AWARD

VIDHAATH. G - G1 
AYUTHIHA.D - G2B
DHAFIYA SANA.F - G3B
SUPRIYA.A - G4B
SAHANA.A.K - G5A
 HAMSINI.S - G6C
PRIYANKA GEHLOT - G7B
SAKTHI SADHANAA.S - G8A 
CHARMI.S - G9B
SAWTHI.S - G10A

COMPUTER WHIZ AWARD

SRI RAM. S - G1A 
HIMALAYAN.P.K - G2C 
KAPILESH.T - G3A  
HARISH.K - G4A  
VISHAL LAKSHMANAN.M - G5A 
MOHAMMED AYAAN.S.A - G6A 
NITHILAN.I - G7C  
MOHAN RAM-K - G8B  
SAI SATHYA KRISHNA.A.R - 
G9A 
SHAKTHISWAR.M - G10A

INNOVATION IN ART

HEMANTH RAJ. S - G1B
FEBI DAFFNI.R - G2A
DEEPAK RAJ - G3A 
GIRIVAASAN.P - G4B
THAANESH.U - G5B
HARIHARAN.A.R - G6B
MOHANASUNDARAM.A - G7C
HARSHITHA.K - G8A
TAMIZHSELVAN.S - G9A
PRASANTH.B - G10B

DANCE & MOVEMENT 
AWARD

ZIPPORAH PRARTHANA - G1A 
SRI HARI PRIYA. S - G2A 
BALAYOHITH.S - G3B  
YAZHINI.B - G4B 
MAHIKA.A.P - G5B 
MANISHASHREE.V - G6B 
DHARMENDRA.U - G7B 
SURIYA PRASANNA.S - G8A 
DURGA.U - G9A 
JAYAVARDHINI.N - G10A

MUSIC AWARD

SRUTHI VARSHA.S - G1B
VISHANTH.P - G2B
DHIYA.D - G3C
SADHANA.B - G4B
HARISH.S - G5B
VAISHTNAVI.V.S - G6C
DIYAA SHREE.H - G7A 
NIVETHA.A - G8B
SIVARANJANI.S - G9B
SADHURTHIKA.N - G10B

INVENTIVE THINKING AWARD

JOHANNES PATWINDOSS.J - G1 B  
MITHUN SATHANYAN.S - G2B 
DHANISHTA.V - G3B 
MOTHISH.T - G4B 
HARITHAA.S - G5A 
JISHNU.K - G6B  
GOWTHAM.N - G7B 
PUSHPANATHAN.R - G8A 
SELVAMANI.P - G9B  
VISHAL RAM.K.N - G10B

SPORTS AWARD

SRI NAVANEESH.V - G1 B
YUTHIHA.D - G2B
VISHAL.K - G3C
ANUSHIYA.A - G4B
YASVANTH.E - G5A
HEMA VARSHINI.Y - G6C
MANJARI.S - G7C
JANAVI.S - G8B
MANOJ KUMAR.P - G9A
MUGILAN.C - G10B
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PUNCTUALITY AWARD

ELDORA BETTINA.K - G1B 
NARESH.P - G2B  
KRITHIKA SRI.S - G3B   
BALA.S - G4A  
SHRITHIKA SREE.K.B - G5A 
SRIVATHSAN.V - G6C 
SAHANA.H - G7A   
RHEVANTH.M - G7B  
INDHUPRIYA.T - G8B  
AMITHA VARSHINIA - G9A 
VANDANA.V.M - G9A 
YESHWANTH.S - G9A  
GOKULA.T - G10A 
RESHMA.T - G10A 
SANTHIYA - G10A 
LAKAIMANI - G10A 
SHREENATH.T.S - G10A

SCHOLAR AWARD

GAUTHAMAM.R - G1A
SHAI CHARAN.U - G1A
SALIEHA TABASUM.H - G1A
P.K.HIMALAYAN - G2C 
UDITH RAGHAV.S - G3B
P.THARINI PRABA - G4B
ARYAVARDHAN.A.S - G5B
BHARADWAJ MURARI.H - G6A
MOKSHA.A - G7C
SUBASHREE.V.S - G8B
KARUNYA LAKSHMI.H - G9A
SHUMANTH.M.P - G10B 

ENTERPRISING AWARD

JANANI.K - G6A
PRATHIKSHA.D - G7A
SATHVIGA-K.A - G8A
THRINASONI.R - G9A
HARNIN.T - G10B
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ORGANISATION  & GROOMING

BHAVANA.B - G1B  
HASINI.S - G2A  
LITHIKA.M - G3C  
NITHILA..I - G4A 
 VYSHALI.S - G4B  
YUVASREE DEVI.K.S - G5A 
LEENEEHA.R - G6C   
JANE PATRICIA.J - G7A 
SUBHASHREE.V.S - G8B 
PRIYADHARHINI.S - G9A 
SAMYUKTHA SAKTHI.S - G10B


